Northwestern Pritzker School of Law’s graduation convocation honors and celebrates the candidates for law degrees awarded by Northwestern University. Due to the COVID-19 global pandemic, this year’s ceremony will take place virtually.

Degrees will be formally conferred at the University’s Commencement on June 19.

The appearance of a candidate’s name is presumptive evidence of graduation but is not to be regarded as conclusive.

Whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if there be any virtue, and if there be any praise, think on these things.

The University motto, adopted on June 17, 1890; from the Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Philippians, chapter 4, verse 8 (King James Version).

---

**PROGRAM**

**Welcome**

Kimberly A. Yuracko  
*Dean and Judd and Mary Morris Leighton Professor of Law, Northwestern Pritzker School of Law*

**Remarks on Behalf of the Class of 2020**

*JD Student Speaker: Richard Chester Minott*  
*LLM Student Speaker: Andrea Castro-Mendivil*  
*MSL Student Speaker: Bridgette René McCullough*

**Presentation of the 2020 Faculty Teaching Awards**

Richard Chester Minott, SBA President 2018–2019  
*Outstanding Adjunct Professor*  
Mary K. Foster, Adjunct Professor of Law  
*Outstanding First-Year Course Professor*  
Janice Nadler, Nathaniel L. Nathanson Professor of Law  
*Outstanding Professor of a Small Class*  
Annie Buth, Clinical Fellow  
*Robert R. Wootton Award for Teaching Excellence in the LLM Tax Program*  
Jeffrey T. Sheffield, Professor of Practice  
*MSL Outstanding Residential Professor*  
Katie Marie Zouhary, Adjunct Professor of Law  
*MSL Outstanding Online Professor*  
Susan E. Provenzano, William Trumbull Professor of Practice  
*Robert Childres Memorial Award for Teaching Excellence*  
Wendy J. Muchman, Senior Lecturer
Presentation of the 2020 Student Awards

Wendy J. Muchman, Robert Childres Memorial Award Winner

**Courage Award** to the student who has shown the greatest courage in surmounting obstacles and barriers to entering into, remaining in, or completing his or her legal education
Usama M. Ibrahim

**Global Legal Profession Award** to the LLM student who has most exemplified standards of professionalism and has made the greatest contribution to the global legal profession, through sharing professional knowledge, engaging in experiential opportunities, and/or building global legal networks
Weichu Xiao

**Leadership Award** to the student who has made the greatest contribution to leadership in the student community
Paul Anthony Jones II

**Legal Profession Award** to the student who has made the greatest contribution to professional responsibility and the practice of law, either in clinical performance or otherwise
Riley Elizabeth Clafton

**Leigh B. Bienen Prize** to the student who has demonstrated excellence in writing and research, and intelligence and originality in approach to the topic in a student note or comment in the Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology
Keith Armstrong

**Lowden-Wigmore Prize** to the students who produced the best-written contribution to each Northwestern Pritzker Law journal
Riley Elizabeth Clafton: *Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology*
Pallavi Mathur: *Journal of Technology and Intellectual Property*
Meredith Rosamond Aska McBride (JD ’19): *Northwestern Law Review*
Ryan Puszka: *Journal of International Law and Business*
Kaitlin G. Vandenberg: *Journal of Law and Social Policy*

**Service Award** to the student who has shown the greatest dedication and commitment to public service in the legal profession
Charles Jordan Isaacs

**Victor Rosenblum Award** to the LLM student who has done the most to uphold the traditions of the Law School
Lays Lima Dutra

**Wigmore Key** to the student who has done the most to help preserve the traditions of the Law School
Richard Chester Minott

Address

Faith Gay (JD ’86)
Founding Partner of Selendy & Gay PLLC

Closing Remarks

Susie Spies Roth (BA ’01, JD ’06)
Associate Dean and Dean of Students
LEADERSHIP

Morton Schapiro
President, Northwestern University

Kathleen M. Hagerty
Interim Provost, Northwestern University

Kimberly A. Yuracko
Dean and Judd and Mary Morris Leighton Professor of Law, Northwestern Pritzker School of Law

Shannon Bartlett
Associate Dean of Inclusion and Engagement

Julie Biehl
Interim Associate Dean for Clinical Education, Interim Director of the Bluhm Legal Clinic, Clinical Professor of Law

Ezra Friedman
Associate Dean of Curriculum, Professor of Law

Darnell Hines
Executive Director, Alumni Relations

Melissa Kaeser
Associate Dean for Marketing and Strategic Communications

Emily Mullin
Executive Director, Major Gifts

Amy Post
Managing Director of Finance

Donald Rebstock
Associate Dean of Admissions and Career Services

David Schwartz
Associate Dean of Research and Intellectual Life, Professor of Law

James B. Speta
Vice Dean, Elizabeth Froehling Horner Professor of Law

Susie Spies Roth
Associate Dean and Dean of Students, Clinical Assistant Professor of Law

Rita Winters
Associate Dean of People, Planning, and Infrastructure

Student Bar Association Executive Board

Charles Sprayregen, President
Lenore Hipsher, Vice President
Elizabeth Buescher, Treasurer
Ebenezer Ng, Secretary

Graduation Committee

Abigail Bachrach
Christine Geils
Usama M. Ibrahim
Charles Jordan Isaacs
Paul Anthony Jones II
Sarika Kasaraneni
Alexandra Kuske
Richard Chester Minott
Abigail Sexton
Dustin Stonecipher
Devonna Thompson
Nicolas A. Trimis
Olivia Elizabeth Vega
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

*Also Master of Business Administration degree
*Also Doctor of Philosophy degree

Master of Laws

Degree awarded January 23, 2020
Renato Batalha
Adrián Francisco del Paso Puente
Noopur Nishith Desai
Leticia Elizondo Cabrera
Christian Alexander Exner
Réda Faid
Sandro Manuel Fehlmann
Hira Khan
Leander L. Kock
Yunqi Wang

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Ademide Adeboye A. Adeoye
Jiajun Bao
Yubin Bao
Isabella Agnes Carrascossa
Gaudencio
Andrea Castro-Mendivil
Hongjun Chen
Jixin Chen
Minhui Chen
Quanyu Chen
Wei-Hsuan Chen
Xinyi Chen
Xu Chen
Yilin Chen
Yiqiu Chen
Yuemi Chen
Wanli Chi
Marcelo Chiariello De Brito Pereira
Yu Chien
Jimin Choi
Chun Hsuan Chu
Yimo Chu
Yu Cheng Chu
Vicente Claudio Gioielli
Rodrigo Mauricio Francisco de Nunez
Luning Deng
Hongni Duan
Andre G. Fabri
Regina Fajardo Hurtado de Mendoza
Sihui Fan
Luís Otávio Fernandez Pinto
Isabelle Ferrarini Bueno
Fernanda Ferrer Haddad
Caroline Christiane Fort
Zefeng Fu
Bo Gao
Hang Gao
Rundong Gao
Songzhi Gao
Rafaela Gezebeluka Silva Leite
Sofia Gomez Bautista
Juliana Gómez Perdomo
Jiaming Gu
Mónica Guaida Herrera
Tingyun Guo
Wei Guo
Junjie Hu
Yushan Hu
Zhouyu Hu
Enxiao Huang
Cristina Hurtado Vallejo
Yixin Jiang
Chungwook Kang
Ryo Kato
Yunye Ke
Manon Cecile Laborde
Yongjin Lai
Hanyue Li
Jueqiu Li
Junming Li
Runjia Li
Xinrui Li
Yinxin Li
Jiamin Liang
Xiaoyan Liang
Yongqi Liang
Lays Lima Dutra
Hsia Sheng Lin
Alfonso Linares Duran
Li Liu
Siyu Liu
Zhiang Liu
Huanqiu Lou
Yi Luo
Li Ma
Maria Eduarda Macedo Lobo Estelita
Rosemary V. Njoki Maina
Victor Martinez Simancas Aza
Famiya Masood
Faustine Charlotte Mazza
Yunhao Meng
Xiaorou Mo
Mauricio Moreno Vasquez
Smruthi Nair
Chang Ni
Rodrigo Felli Paes de Barros
Lei Pan
Eduardo Luis Pellerano Nadal
Perminio Pinto Neto
Daniel Pinzon Plazas
Wenkan Qian
Xueda Qiu
Zeyu Qiu
Miguel Angel Quintana Galindo y Villa
Maria Rengifo Ortega
Mateo Rivero Coello
Larissa Rodrigues Pinho
Emilia Rodriguez Rohwain
Juan Pablo Rodriguez Sada
Juan Pablo Ruiz Léautaud
Berta Sales Balcells
Ahmad Shahnawaz
Licheng Shen
Jiayang Shi
Leonardo Santiago Soto Sobreyra Navarrete
Amaury Bertrand Claude Andre Steinlin
Victoria Stotland
Yicheng Su
Fuyao Sun
Yishan Sun
Gigi Surel
Ruihong Tang
Hanadi Ibrahim M. Taweel
Lorena Tejedo Garza Galindo
Eiji Uemura
Che Wang
Haoyang Wang
Huiqi Wang
Jiaxuan Wang
Qinyi Wang
Shi Wang
Xinyi Wang
Junnan Wei
Ines Wiechers Prieto
Ge Wu
Yirou Wu
Weichu Xiao
Mengyu Xu
Yanmei Xu
Zhaojiang Xue
Yue Yan
Xi Yang
Ye Yang
Yijin Yang
Shun Yao
Yuhan Ye
Chao Yin
Weijie Yin
Siyuan Yu
Erhua Zhang
Jiaqi Zhang
Wenyi Zhang
Yishu Zhao
Junwei Zheng
Ya Zheng
Zhiyuan Zheng
Dawei Zhou
Hao Zhou
Aili Zhu
Xingyu Zhu
Ziqian Zhu
Hicham Gharbi
Jakob Lukas Groh
Thomas Hochstrasser
Martín José La Rosa Peron
Alfredo Morla Bejar
Joël Müller
Renata Ribeiro Kingston
Fernanda Solon
Xing Wang

**Master of Laws in International Human Rights**

*Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020*

Keith Armstrong
Patrick Stephen Blood
Prapoosa KC
John Kim
Walder Maribondo de Almeida Junior
Ebony Morris
Yukari Nishimoto
Alejandra Ortiz Díaz
Manuela Piza Caballero
Mariana Karina Scolaro Pereira
Noor Tarabishy

*Northwestern Law – Instituto de Empresa (IE) Business School, Spain*

*Degree awarded January 23, 2020*

Josip Konjevod

*Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020*

Martin Ojonimi Adamu Atojoko
Soad Helena Eljach Daguer

*Northwestern Law – Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) Graduate School of Management, South Korea*

*Degree awarded January 19, 2020*

Ju Hee Chun
Hye Lim Chung
Sungpil Hwang
Hong Young Jeon
Donghyun Kim
Joo Ho Kim
Kwangil Kim
Man-Je Kim
Soo Hee Kim
Yei Jin Kim
Jaehyun Lee
Jin O. Lee
You Kyung Lim
Hyun Wook Park
Jongwha Ryu
Jae Seong Shin
Sangmin Song
Youngjin Yun

*Northwestern Law – Tel Aviv University, Israel*

*Degree awarded January 23, 2020*

Liat Babluki-Pillersdorf
Moran Cnaan
Norin El Nashef
Faten Gazmawi
Elad Godinger
Itai Gohar
Inessa Goldenberg Levy
Lee Goren Gertzberg
Yuval David Hananel
Osnat Harel Weinstein
Tamar Lipshitz
Tomer Reznik
Sharon Savyon-Mizrahi
Eden Shem Tov Ulanoovsky
Itay Shoham
Shachar Tal
Gilor Toledano
Mor Turgeman
Shirley Wittner Goffer
Edward Wolfovich
Gal Zandani

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Mahmod Abu Arisha
Inbar Tzvia Mackin
Ortal Mizrachi

Master of Laws in Taxation

Degree awarded January 23, 2020
Arvind Sabu

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Camilo Abondano
Roma Asumadu
Jake E. Balogh
Gerald Patrick Bannon
Alexander BeMiller
James Brown
Ashley-Ann Daniella Rose Bryan
Min Seouk Chun
Christopher Colombo
Parag Dave
Samuel Miles DiPietro
Hamilton Bryan Doane
Telma Osama Erebor
Daniela M. Estrada
Melena Felbarth
Roman Grigoryan
David Alejandro Hernandez
Seamus F. Horan
Johnathon Tyler Hutton
Lyndsey Marie Insani
Andrea Karle
Jennifer L. Keegan
Walker Keese
Kyle Patrick Kenny
Shinsung Kim
Stephen Anthony Leon
Danielle Lauren Levy
Xuyu Lin
Yizhou Lin
Calvin L. Lynch
Conor Edward McDermott
Chase Minervini
Jake Ryan Morris
Nathaniel L. Oldach
Sohyun Park
Woo Jae Park
Victor Pelaez
Michael Pollock
Oleg Polyatskiy
Cassie M. Routh
Despena Saramadis
Seung Kwan Shin
MaryAnn Spencer
Robert Temple
Kristofer Thompson
Emmie Tuller
Adam Ross Warshawsky
Jeffrey Zanchelli
Michael Ziegler

Juris Doctor

Degree awarded January 23, 2020
Tina Jensen
• Teng Li

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Eiass Abdelmoula
William Trice Abramson
Katherine Elizabeth Adams
Mohit Agarwal
Lara Sami Alkarim
Nkemdi Nryelu Anene
Elvia R. Anguiano Palafox
Jasmine Alice Armand
Matthew Mark Arnold
Maria Guadalupe Arroyo
Andrey I. Babenkov
Abigail Bachrach
Thomas Augustine Barron
Jose Luis Basabe
Alex Jordan Becker
Jeremy Beh
Danielle S. Berkowsky
Cynthia Bi
Conor Michael Bindner
Sydney Lynne Black
Maria Elia Black
Daniel J. Blake
Andrew George Borrasso
Rachel Stephenie Briones
Leigh A. Brissenden
Christopher Krupp Brunnquell
Emily Frances Burger
John Cuddihy Butz
Heejung Byun
Vito Anthony Cali
Courtney A. Carapella
Eric James Carlson
Junguang Chen
Benjamin W. Chertok
Elysa Chew
Jayne Chorpash
Robert Wen Chou
Autumn Schmidt
Matthew Schoener
Brandon H. Schumacher
Maveric Ray Searle
Matthew Seely
Oliver Serafini
Abigail Sexton
Casey Sherley
Zev Shusterman
Matthew Sieben
Steven Louis Simon
Nora Pearl Snyder
Kalej Sokolowski
Mingyuan Song
Kristen Madeline Stoicescu
McKayla Ruth Stokes
Dustin Stonecipher
Linda Zhang Sun
Noor Tarabishy
Zackary Theo
Devonna Thompson
Seth Benjamin Todd
William D. Tresch
Nicolas A. Trimis
Zachary Tkla
Michael Joseph Trucco
Brian M. Trujillo
Ryan Steven Ulrich
Zoe Uvin
Ivaylo V. Valchev
Joost Jama van Rossum
Kaitlin G. Vandenberg
Troy Varrasse
Olivia Elizabeth Vega
Olivia Irving Volpe
Brandon Von Zup
Elyse Voyen
Yang Wang
Yuan Wang
Jiamian Wang
Adam Wegh
Amanda Katherine Wells
Timothy John Whitehead
Mason Mathew Willis
Pinshu Yang
Xie Zhang
Qi Zhang
Sally (Yi) Zhang
Ruohao Zhang
Lanxin Zhang
Mi Zhang
Muhan Zhang
Christopher R. Zimmerman

Master of Studies in Law
Candidate for degree, June 19, 2020
Gordon McDowell

Master of Science in Law
Degree awarded January 23, 2020
Javier H. Jara
Alice Yi Qing Lu
Shobhit Misra

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Thomas Anthony Abraham
Abidemi Josiah Adebamiwa
Angelina An
Alexander Azu
Isabela Beata Bagi
Orkidea Bajrami
Thomas Brown Jr.
Amanda M. Burke
Bridget Erin Bush
Brant Cage
Justin Hyun Chae
Cristina Nicolle Gier Craig
Jillian Crich
Katherine S. Culbert
Eric DeChant
Thomas Alastair DeNova
P U B L I C  S E R V I C E  R E C O G N I T I O N

Northwestern Pritzker School of Law strongly encourages students to fulfill a public service commitment during their time at the Law School. The following students fulfilled the suggested commitment of at least fifty hours of public service for JD students or the equivalent goal for students here less than three years. Students who committed significantly more time are indicated below.

Thomas Anthony Abraham
Abidemi Josiah Adebamiwa
Angelina An
* Elvia R. Anguiano Palafox
** Jasmine Alice Armand
** Keith Armstrong
Alexander Azu
Abigail Bachrach
Alex Jordan Becker
** Danielle S. Berkowsky
Patrick Stephen Blood
Thomas Brown Jr.
Amanda M. Burke
Bridget Erin Bush
* Heejung Byun
Brant Cage
* Justin Hyun Chae
Xu Chen
* Yiqiu Chen
* Benjamin W. Chertok
Yu Chien
Jayne Chorpash
Benjamin Chou
Yu Cheng Chu
* Riley Elizabeth Clafton
Emma Clouse
Elizabeth S. Cohen
Cristina Nicolle Gier Craig
Jillian Crich
** Katherine S. Culbert
Thi Huyen My Dau
Valerie A. Davenport
** Eric DeChant
Luning Deng
Thomas Alastair DeNova
Mitchell Denti
Benjamin Colton Diaz
Joshua M. Dille
Lauren Selma Diner
* Jenna Louise Dobry
** Kyle Dombeck
Summer Elan Durant
Medina Dzaferi
Donna Etemadi
Robin Evans
Luís Otávio Fernandez Pinto
* Isabelle Ferrariini Bueno
Fernanda Ferrer Haddad
* Emilio Figueroa
* Christine Geils
Kara L. Grandin
Yani Guan
Tingyun Guo
Alexis Trenai Gwynn
Matthew James Hall
Frances Harvey
Shane Michael Henson
Yushan Hu
* Aleschia Devon Hyde
** Usama M. Ibrahim
Naomi Inazawa
Charles Jordan Isaacs
Javier H. Jara
Jason T. Jarvis
Jade H. Jenkins
Tina Jensen
Isabel John
Paul Anthony Jones II
Prapoosa KC
* Mona Kalantar
** Maria Fay Karras
** Katherine Berner Kennedy
** Azeeem Khan
** Shiva Kooragayala
** Emma Kurs
** Alexandra Wyn Kuske
Nathaniel Thomas Lake
Kamesha Yvonne Laurry
Douglas B. Lavey
Benjamin J. Lawton
Elizabeth A. Lebens
** Hyun Young Lee
JaeWook Lee
Yoon Hoo Lee
Erika Lessane
Difan Li
Mengyuan Li
Runjia Li
Xinrui Li
Yinxin Li
* Xiaoyan Liang
Yongqi Liang
* Lays Lima Dutra
* Tracy Lin
Li Liu
Siyu Liu
Anastasiya Lobacheva
Bernardo M. Lopez
Yi Luo
Li Ma
Faustine Charlotte Mazza
* Emily Anne McCormick
Bridgette René McCullough
** Caroline Rebecca McHugh
All students are encouraged to perform public service work beyond the minimum required for public service recognition at graduation (JD students: 50, second year transfer students: 30, LLM and MSL students: 15). JD students receive special recognition for exceptional service in the amount of 100 hours and 200 hours. Second year transfer students receive special recognition for completing 80 hours and 160 hours, and LLM and MSL students receive special recognition for volunteering 50 hours and 100 hours.

All students meeting the second level of recognition (JD students: 100-199 hours; Second year transfer students: 80-159 hours; LLM and MSL students: 50-99) receive a certificate of outstanding service.

All students meeting the third level of recognition (JD students: 200 hours or more; Second year transfer students: 160 or more; LLM and MSL students: 100 hours or more) receive a certificate of outstanding service and have their name included on a permanent plaque at the Law School.
Faculty Emeriti

John H. Beckstrom  
Professor of Law Emeritus

Robert W. Bennett  
Nathaniel L. Nathanson Professor of Law Emeritus

John Elson  
Professor of Law Emeritus

Thomas L. Eovaldi  
Professor of Law Emeritus

Stephen B. Goldberg  
Professor of Law Emeritus

John P. Heinz  
Owen L. Coon Professor of Law Emeritus

Thomas Morsch  
Professor of Law Emeritus

Robert Wootton  
Professor of Practice Emeritus

Faculty

Ronald Allen  
John Henry Wigmore Professor of Law

Bridget Arimond  
Clinical Professor of Law

Esther Barron  
Clinical Professor of Law

Michael Barsa  
Professor of Practice

Sheila Bedi  
Clinical Professor of Law

Herbert Beller  
Professor of Practice

Julie Biehl  
Clinical Professor of Law

Leigh Bienen  
Senior Lecturer

Bernard Black  
Nicholas D. Chabraja Professor

Jesse Bowman  
Lecturer

Locke Bowman  
Clinical Professor of Law

Janet Siegel Brown  
Lecturer

Sarah Brown  
Clinical Assistant Professor of Law

Robert Burns  
William W. Gurley Memorial Professor of Law

Steven Calabresi  
Clayton J. and Henry R. Barber Professor of Law

David Cameron  
Professor of Practice

Alyson Carrel  
Clinical Associate Professor of Law

Brian Citro  
Clinical Assistant Professor of Law

Zachary Clopton  
Professor of Law

Lynn Cohn  
Clinical Professor of Law

Charlotte Crane  
Professor of Law

David Dana  
Kirkland & Ellis Professor of Law

Vanessa del Valle  
Clinical Assistant Professor of Law

Erin Delaney  
Professor of Law

Jason DeSanto  
Senior Lecturer

Shari Diamond  
Howard J. Triemens Professor of Law

Peter DiCola  
Professor of Law

Grace Dodier  
Harry B. Reese Teaching Clinical Professor of Law

Steven Drizin  
Clinical Professor of Law

Michelle Falkoff  
Clinical Professor of Law

Alison Flaum  
Clinical Professor of Law

Clintond Francis  
Professor of Law

Carolyn Frazier  
Clinical Associate Professor of Law

Ezra Friedman  
Professor of Law

Daniel Gandert  
Clinical Assistant Professor of Law

Thomas Geraghty  
Class of 1967 James B. Haddad Professor of Law

Maria Amparo Grau Ruiz  
Visiting Professor of Law

Darren Green  
Senior Lecturer

William Henderson  
Visiting Professor of Law

Dana Hill  
Clinical Professor of Law

Adam Hoeflich  
Professor of Practice

Rebekah Holman  
Clinical Associate Professor of Law

Allan Horwich  
Professor of Practice

Richard Hoskins  
Senior Lecturer

Joyce Hughes  
Professor of Law

Elizabeth Inglehart  
Clinical Associate Professor of Law

Tonja Jacobi  
Stanford Clinton Sr. and Zylpha Kilbride Clinton Research Professor of Law

Emily Kadens  
Professor of Law

Michael Kang  
William G. and Virginia K. Karnes Research Professor of Law

Martha Kanter  
Clinical Associate Professor of Law

Heidi Kitrosser  
Newton N. Minow Visiting Professor of Law

Joshua Kleinfield  
Professor of Law

Jonathan Koehler  
Beatrice Kuhn Professor of Law

Andrew Koppelman  
John Paul Stevens Professor of Law

Matthew Kugler  
Associate Professor of Law

Sarah Lawsky  
Benjamin Mazur Summer Research Professor of Law

Alex Lee  
Professor of Law

Pierre Legrand  
Visiting Professor of Law

Andrea Lewis  
Clinical Assistant Professor of Law

James Lindgren  
Professor of Law
Daniel Linna
Senior Lecturer
Katherine Litvak
Professor of Law
Monica Llorente
Senior Lecturer
Nancy Loeb
Clinical Associate Professor of Law
Steven Lubet
Edna B. and Ednyfed H. Williams
Memorial Professor of Law
James Lupo
Professor of Practice
Shobha Mahadev
Clinical Associate Professor of Law
Bruce Markell
Professor of Bankruptcy Law and Practice
Christopher Martin
Clinical Assistant Professor of Law
John McGinnis
George C. Dix Professor of Constitutional Law
James McMasters
Clinical Associate Professor of Law
Ajay Mehrotra
Professor of Law
Laurie Mikva
Clinical Assistant Professor of Law
Abby Mollen
Lecturer
Wendy Muchman
Senior Lecturer
Ellen Mulaney
Senior Lecturer
Janice Nadler
Nathaniel L. Nathanson Professor of Law
Kathleen Narko
Clinical Professor of Law
Laura Nirider
Clinical Associate Professor of Law
Jide Nzelibe
Professor of Law
Uzoamaka Nzelibe
Clinical Associate Professor of Law
John O’Hare
Lecturer
Leslie Oster
Clinical Associate Professor of Law
Laura Pedraza-Farina
Associate Professor of Law
Paul Pencak
Visiting Professor of Practice
James Pfander
Owen L. Coon Professor of Law
George Pike
Senior Lecturer
Philip Postlewaite
Harry R. Morrow Professor in International Law
Susan Provenzano
William Trumbull Professor of Practice
Laura Rankin
Clinical Assistant Professor of Law
Martin Redish
Louis and Harriet Ancel Professor of Law and Public Policy
Stephen Reed
Clinical Professor of Law
Sarah Reis
Lecturer
Annelise Riles
Professor of Law
Leonard Riskin
Harris H. Agnew Visiting Professor of Dispute Resolution
Daniel Rodriguez
Harold Washington Professor of Law
Judith Rosenbaum
Clinical Professor of Law
Meredith Rountree
Senior Lecturer
Leonard Rubinowitz
Professor of Law
Sarah Sanga
Associate Professor of Law
Stephen Sawyer
Clinical Associate Professor of Law
Max Schanzenbach
Seigle Family Professor of Law
David Scheffer
Mayer Brown/Robert A. Helman Professor of Law
Sarah Schrup
Clinical Associate Professor of Law
David Schwartz
Professor of Law
David Shapiro
Clinical Associate Professor of Law
Marshall Shapo
Frederic P. Vose Professor of Law
Jeffrey Sheffield
Professor of Practice
Nadav Shoked
Professor of Law
Brian Silbernagel
Clinical Associate Professor of Law
Carole Silver
Professor of Global Law and Practice
Jamie Sommer
Lecturer
Juliet Sorensen
Clinical Professor of Law
James Speta
Elizabeth Froehling Horner Professor of Law
Susie Spies Roth
Clinical Associate Professor of Law
Matthew Spitzer
Howard and Elizabeth Chapman
Professor of Law
Maureen Stratton
Clinical Assistant Professor of Law
Gregory Swygert
Clinical Associate Professor of Law
J. Samuel Tenenbaum
Clinical Professor of Law
John Thornton
Clinical Associate Professor of Law
Emerson Tiller
J. Landis Martin Professor of Law and Business
Deborah Tuerkheimer
Class of 1940 Research Professor of Law
Alexa Van Brunt
Clinical Associate Professor of Law
Doreen Weisenhaus
Senior Lecturer
Clare Willis
Lecturer
Cynthia Wilson
Clinical Professor of Law
Lisa Winkler
Lecturer
Gordon Wood
Newton N. Minow Visiting Professor of Law
Kimberly Yuracko
Dean and Judd and Mary Morris Leighton
Professor of Law
Clifford Zimmerman
Professor of Practice
Michael Zuckerman
Clinical Assistant Professor of Law
Thank You, Graduating Class of 2020

Members of the Class of 2020 came out with great enthusiasm to demonstrate their commitment to the Law School and celebrate their class’s legacy. In place of the traditional class gift, the Class of 2020 participated in the inaugural Gibson Graduation Challenge.

Each student who took the Gibson Graduation Challenge committed to making a gift to the Law School for the four years following graduation. Meg Gibson Revord (JD ’87) donated to the Law School in each participating student’s name and allowed students to direct the donation to the student organization, journal, or Law School fund of their choosing.

Through this challenge, students had the opportunity to make philanthropic decisions that aligned with their interests and support the organizations with which they were involved. Their future support will benefit students and the Law School’s programs in the years to come.

We appreciate the Class of 2020 for their many contributions to, and investments in the Northwestern Law community. The Law School is truly stronger for their support.

Graduating Class Program Committee Members

Lara Sami Alkarim
Sofia Gomez Bautista
Thomas Brown Jr.
Cristina Nicolle Gier Craig
Joshua Craig Devorkin
Chloe Edmonds
Walter Garcia
Usama M. Ibrahim
Brian Christopher Ingram
Charles Jordan Isaacs
Paul Anthony Jones II
Nikita Kulkarni
Amanda Laucher
Douglas B. Lavey
Yoon Hoo Lee
Lays Lima Dutra
Alexander Edward Mace
Zacharia Mijares-Shafai
Cyerra McGowan
Caroline Rebecca McHugh
Richard Chester Minott
Smruthi Nair
Brian Johnathan Nakhaimousa
Terrance Donnell Orr
Brian M. Trujillo
Tiffany Anne Zhao